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The Message: Viral content marketing lessons for the new age 

 “The first lesson in constructing viral content is having the strength, courage, and self-confidence 

to get in touch with your own feelings, thinking about what profoundly affects you.”  - Ken Poirot 

In the traditional sense, viral marketing is the business strategy of spreading any marketing content 

to a large number of people in a short span of time exploiting their social networks. The term has 

grown in importance due to the cost effectiveness and spread that viral marketing has shown. 

Consider for example, the viral marketing campaign that was launched by Hotmail in its heyday. 

With every email was a simple banner at the bottom asking the receiver if they would like to open a 

free Hotmail account. This very mundane (by today’s standards) strategy helped Hotmail grow 

faster than its contemporaries and helped it reach 12 million users in the span of one and a half 

years. (Jurvetson, 2000) 

Today viral marketing has more potential of increasing product adoption and sharing of the 

organisation’s content online (Dinh, Zhang &Thai, 2014) than before, given the prominence of 

social media and the hyper connectivity that the world is moving towards. Just like any other tool, 

viral marketing is only as effective as the marketer using it. It is almost tempting to reimagine Peter 

Drucker in Uncle Ben’s clothing telling young aspiring Peter ‘viral marketer’ Parker “With great 

power; comes great responsibility”  

Content marketing is now gaining traction as well. It is simply branded content which covertly tries 

to promote the brand. Advertisements evolve into sharing content online in the form of blogs, 

articles etc. Content marketing goes well with viral marketing, since very engaging content can 

spread rapidly across the internet, carry with it the seeds of brand recognition which germinate in 

the consumer’s minds over time. Everyone (both firms and individuals) today are trying get the next 

‘viral’ content out. In this context it becomes important to study those firms which have beaten the 

game by tweaking the rules.  

The Message proves to be a very fine example of how viral content marketing can be used very 

effectively even for a niche audience using a very different format. 
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The Context 

General Electric, the conglomerate whose business spans across 

continents and different sectors (including financial services, 

healthcare, automotive technology, pharmaceuticals etc.) wanted to 

reach out to consumers. In a world where 76% of consumers believe 

that advertisements are either “very exaggerated” or “somewhat 

exaggerated”, they wanted to increase their brand exposure. 

To engage with customers and overcome the fatigue of traditional 

advertisements they decided to partner with Panoply (A firm 

specialising in content marketing) through their subsidiary GE theatre. 

GE theatre was popular for its radio and TV shows in the 1950’s and 

1960’s which focused on new scientific developments (incidentally 

presented by Ronald Reagan before his presidency). After some 

discussion, both organisations decided to make a podcast in the 

science-fiction genre to promote the organisation. 

Podcast market 

Podcasts are audio files in digital format. Podcasts are much like radio shows, with the exception 

that the user must subscribe and download new episodes. Edison Research, a market research found 

an increase in the number of people using podcasts, with a visible trend of the medium building 

momentum. As of 2016, 57 million Americans above the age of 12 had heard a podcast in the last 

week: 

Interestingly, the active user base for podcasts is comparable with that of twitter (21%). These users 

consume on an average 5 podcasts a week, which resonates with the fact that people tend to go the 

gym or commute five days a week. Around 64% of podcast users hear their podcasts using a tablet 

or smartphone. A study by comScore in their 2016 study found: 
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People’s own choice of platform is subject to change based on the time of the day. 

Among those consuming podcasts, only 11% are above 55 years of age with one in four Americans 

between 12 and 54 listening to podcasts. 

Thus, while the podcast market is comparatively small, the users are highly engaged, young and 

mobile. This kind of a medium which has an audience showing intense focus and engagement with 

the medium make it a great opportunity for brands to meet and promote themselves to consumers.  

While podcasts hold great promise, they also tend to be long term investments, with companies 

often gaining valuable brand exposure instead of increased customer purchase.  
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The Message 

While GE came up with the original concept for ‘The Message’, it was Panoply which went about 

hiring the writer (Mark Rogers), the sound designers, the actors etc. The Message is presented as 

“Cyphercast” a fictional science series following the adventures of cryptographers encoding 

transmissions. The podcast follows Nicky Tomalin, a graduate who has recently been hired by 

NASA to decode a sound recording captured 80 years ago, possibly extra-terrestrial in nature. In 

tune with the ‘Found footage’ archetype, (The Blair witch project, Paranormal Activity etc.) Nicky 

keeps using the podcast to document the whole journey. Over the course of the podcast, the team 

begins understanding that the sound once heard induces respiratory arrest in the listener. This is 

inspired from GE’s own work in the field of sonic therapy.  

Each podcast is of 15 minutes each with eight episodes in total, releasing every Sunday on iTunes.  

  

What GE did with ‘The Message’ 

I. Content: 

Content took precedence over all else when work began on ‘The Message’. A key element of 

content marketing is that is must not be reduced to a sales pitch by the company.  For starters, the 

writer hired for the podcast was Marc Rogers, the renowned playwright of the ‘Honeycomb trilogy’ 

which was being played off-Broadway. He brought along with himself the ability to create rich, 

entertaining and meaningful stories. One does not need to look far to find evidence for the same as 

one reviewer on iTunes gave the series 5 stars (the maximum rating possible) along with the 

comment “You should start a KickStarter (online crowdfunding platform) for a film. Such a good 

story, would be great on screen” They also got a lot of praise for casting a diverse set of characters 
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which was evident in the speech mannerisms of the cast.  

Good content also draws specific emotions. It has been found that viral content usually targets those 

emotions on Plutchik’s wheel that fit into the surprise and anticipation segments. (Libert & Tynski, 

2013) In the case of ‘The Message’, the emotions of uncertainty, surprise, interest and amazement 

through a science fiction setting and the well scripted narrative helped galvanise so many listeners 

to the podcast.  

II. Adapting to the medium: 

As has been said by the great Marshall McLuhan “The medium is the message”, it is doubly true 

when trying to create a great experience. In podcasts, sound is the only vehicle which drives the 

story. In The Message, the story adapts to this constraint beautifully, by using an audio recording as 

the antagonist of the story. The writer Marc Rogers, took inspiration from a Dr Who radio play 

where the namesake protagonist lands on a planet of invisible beings. Sound then becomes a means 

of knowing the where the threat lurks. This engages the audience and helps them experience the 

story just as the characters are.  

III. Tasteful native advertising  

One of the key principles of successful native advertising is having the sponsor of the content 

balance between being too in-your-face with their promotion while getting the message across. 

While one can understandably resent the strong overarching presence of the brand being displayed 

in a vulgar fashion every few minutes, research shows that even hiding the association can have a 

bad effect with consumers. (Campbell & Marks, 2015) It is commendable that GE took the 

approach that it did with ‘The Message’. While before the podcast it was mentioned that GE was a 

sponsor, that was the maximum it went to with respect to promoting the brand in the formal sense. 

The GE sonic treatment therapy was woven into the story, with Nicky using the help of GE 

engineers and the technology to further her understanding of the threat. This integration proved to 

be both non-intrusive and very organic. This can be better understood using this model proposed by 

Horrigan initially for the shooting location and films (branding for the tourism space), but for the 

purposes of this article has been adapted for the brands and correlation: 
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This approach built a lot of goodwill for GE online as people noticed GE’s reluctance to turn 

the podcast into marketing gimmick. 

IV. Creating an experience 

The Message existed beyond the podcast, with a lot of clues online built to help listeners engage 

with the podcast even after they were done listening to the fifteen minutes of expert storytelling. By 

creating an online paper trail with archive documents (including leaving clues on the Wikipedia 

page), having an Alternate reality game and a real blog for Nicky where she could chat and reply 

real time. Users who worked out the paper trail unlocked a special recording. This extension to the 

universe was so real that it blurred the lines between fact and fiction, prompting searches on google 

questioning if the podcast is fictional or not.  
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(From top left: Paper trails, Nicky’s blog, Google search, the cypher logo, Mac Rogers [pictured 

behind a shot of the honeycomb trilogy) 

The Result 

It would be an understatement to call “The Message” a run-away success. Consider these statistics: 

1. It has been downloaded 4 million times 

2. Over 440 million minutes of the podcast have been heard  

3. It reached the No. 1 spot on iTunes  

4. It became the most listened to branded podcast in history 

Emboldened by this, GE is making another podcast called ‘Life after” using the same format with 

Panoply. A lot of companies have bucked the new trend towards podcasts, with some of the projects 

Panoply is working with being ‘Points of Courage’ for insurance firm Hiscox, ‘Trash to Cash’ for 

the ecommerce player eBay and ‘Dogsmarts’ for Purina, which focuses on cat feed. These firms 

have moved into the space of producing podcasts in the hope of connecting with this highly 

engaged audience.  
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Takeaways 

In today’s competitive and cluttered markets, companies are now going out of their way to reach out 

to consumers. While a viral content marketing strategy sounds apropos for the same, the following 

should be kept in mind: 

1. The brand must focus first on the content and then on promoting itself.  

2. The promotion must be engaging and non-intrusive.  

3. The brand must adapt to the medium they wish to create the content through. 

4. Brands must be willing to experiment. Virality must be redefined as reaching the most 

number of people most effectively in the shortest period. 

5. It helps to expand the content and create an experience. 

Consider the following infographic: 
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Due to the increasing trend towards multi platform usage, content must now adapt to different 

devices and can even leverage that to create a more immersive experience. For e.g. while a mobile 

phone can have an app through which one can answer a quiz or solve puzzles, while the tablet’s 

larger screen size makes it more optimal for a spot the difference and desktops for comparing 

between files and documents etc. 

  

Today’s audiences have shorter attention spans. This means that content needs to be short and crisp, 

delivering entertainment in the minimum possible time. Compressed content or its to be more 

popular equivalent will be the catchphrase very soon. 

Another trend is the not covered but worth talking about is the movement towards data driven 

content. Companies today are using massive amounts of data to tailor make content which will 

appeal to consumers. Consider the story of how Netflix created their cult TV series ‘House of 

Cards’. Their data showed that many their users had watched the social network, directed by David 

Fincher, movies featuring Kevin Spacey did well and that the British TV series “House of Cards” 

was doing very well. They took these three elements to create the show. The dating app Tinder’s 

online podcast DTR (Define the relationship) 

produced by Gimlet Creatives follows the same 

lines. Hosted by journalist Jane Marie, the first 

episode is based on the statistics that many 

people have the propensity of starting the 

conversation with ‘hey’, which suing GIF’s tend 

to increase the chances of a reply by 30% more 

and makes the conversation last twice the normal length. Virality in the future will be less of an art 

than a hard-core data driven science. 
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